
Magnet Theme:  Addressed in Video A

Lesson Title:  Week 4/12 Video C

Content Area:  Video Production C
Teacher:  Findling
Grade Level:  6,7,8
Time Required:  55 minutes
Standards:
List the state or national standards that you are using in this lesson.

Objective:  (current objectives are in italics)
Students will plan their music video.
Students will  

Materials needed:  
Video C Camera Shots, shot sheet
Video Camera
Pre-production paperwork
Stop Motion Camera, SD card
Imac computer
Final Cut Express

Overview: 
Students will demonstrate all the Video C camera shots and capture them into FCE.
Students will complete all pre-production paperwork for the stop motion video, get it approved and make any revisions 
necessary.
Students will shoot 300-500 images using various camera shots and secured tripod.
Students will edit all images captured, add LiveType titles and credits, create and add audio and export video by Friday.

Essential Question:  
What visual and auditory elements are used to create an effective video production?

What will I differentiate?

Content                      Process                      Product
How will I differentiate?

For readiness          Interest          Learning Profile

Learning Environment                         Combination
As a result of this lesson, students will…

Understand (big ideas, principles, generalizations, rules, the “point” of the discipline or topic within the discipline)
What content, visual and auditory elements are necessary to create an effective video production.

Know (facts, vocabulary, how to’s, information that is memorizable)
Students will understand what it takes to make a successful stop motion.
Students will understand all the various types of stop motion they could make. 
Students will understand how to shoot a stop motion.
Students will understand that a storyline has a beginning, middle and end. 

Do (Skills) (thinking skills, skills of the discipline – skills you will assess)
Students will demonstrate all the Video C camera shots and capture them into FCE.
Students will complete all pre-production paperwork for the stop motion video, get it approved and make any revisions 
necessary.
Students will shoot 300-500 images using various camera shots and secured tripod.



Instructional Groupings:
(How will you have students work together? Whole group, small group, partners, quads, homogeneous, heterogeneous?)
Instruction will be whole group. Taking the pre-test and creating files and saving to files will be independent as well as 
shooting the Camera shots video.

Pre-Assessment: (How will you find out about where your students are at for this lesson? What will your pre-assessment look like?
Pre-test was completed in week 1.

Steps in the Lesson:
Include ideas for whole-class instructions, differentiated activities, guided notes/practice, independent work, engagement strategies, etc…
Engagement- Student examples of the Video C camera shots film projects will be shown.
Whole group discussion about story lines, pre-production paperwork and techniques will take place each day to inspire, 
clear up misconceptions and guide the project.
Small group time for pre-production, production and post-production for majority of the class period will be provided.

Formative Assessment Strategies:
How will you inform yourself throughout the class period the status of the students’ understanding?
Checking with students verbally to see if they understand the tasks, asking to provide support. Allowing them to help each 
other. 
Checking the folders and saved message to make sure if was successful, if not guide and have them re-try. Everyone needs 
to be able to do this to avoid problems with losing work later.

Closure Activity:
This may be a chance to share, or explicit restatement of the goals of the lesson, a summarization opportunity, etc…
Check in with all edit rooms to provide support and answer any questions. No formal regrouping. The transition is time 
consuming. I'll ask to have groups share out each day in the beginning of the lesson for questions and support.

Post-Assessment:
How will you collect and use data to inform your next lesson?
To be given at end of 12 weeks
Additional Resources:
Any websites or materials that you used?


